Stem dynamics in carbon fluxes and storage 137
Diel patterns in fluxes, use and storage in tree stems are much less well understood for 138 carbon than for water (Figure 2 ), even in unstressed conditions with ample soil water 139 reserves. Besides water, radial stem growth depends on carbon as structural material for 140 the formation of new tissue and as source for metabolic energy [32] . The carbon that is 141 locally used for both processes may come from four sources, recently fixed sugars that are 142 transported in the phloem, transitory leaf starch stored during the day and broken down 143 during the night, local stem starch reserves, or locally refixed CO2 in photosynthetic tissue 144 of the stem (Figure 1 ). Unraveling the much-needed carbon-related mechanism underlying 145 radial growth requires concurrent measurements of photosynthesis, and the fluxes of 146 recently produced photosynthate to respiration, growth and storage as well as the flux of 147 nonstructural carbohydrates out of storage pools. Tracking variations in stem diameter 148 with dendrometers ( Figure 1 , Box 1) shows promise to quantify growth, but needs 149 mechanistic plant models to unambiguously interpret the signal and separate structural 150 stem growth from reversible stem diameter fluctuations ( Figure 2A ). In addition to the 151 impact of turgor on cell wall expansion, as discussed above, turgor (rather than water 152 potential) affects cell formation, and deposition and assembly of new wall material [33] [34] [35] [36] . 153 We therefore speculate that all growth processes (cell expansion, structural growth and its 154 specific energy requirement) mainly occur during the nighttime, in concert with an 155 improved water status and thus favorable turgor [32, 37, 38] . Turgor pressure thresholds 156 for these different processes remain to be explored. 157 -8-Another key challenge in understanding stem growth is to quantify diel patterns in 158 respiration. Respiration is often estimated from measurements of CO2 emitted to the 159 atmosphere from the bark surface ( Figure 1 , Box 2), however this CO2 efflux ( Figure 2F ) 160 actually reflects the net result of multiple processes, including local growth and 161 maintenance respiration, woody tissue photosynthesis, maintenance of ion transport over 162 cell membranes, decomposition in heartwood, and CO2 originating from respiration in 163 lower stem or root tissues (Figure 1 ) [39, 40] . The measured diel pattern may follow the 164 hump-shaped trend as expected from the exponential relationship between respiration and 165 temperature [41] , but daytime depressions in net CO2 efflux may occur ( Figure 2F ), because 166 of CO2 transport in the xylem with the transpiration stream, or restricted growth during the 167 daytime due to the loss of turgor in the living tissues [37] . A tight coupling has been 168 observed between stem CO2 efflux and CO2 dissolved in xylem sap ( Figure 2F ) [39] , and this 169 relationship has been used to quantify the resistance to radial CO2 diffusion [42] . Some 170 indication exists that CO2 does not only diffuse radially, but may also slowly diffuse axially 171 along air-filled spaces in the wood [43] . Multiple processes, both locally in the considered 172 stem section and remotely in other tree parts, thus drive the CO2 emitted by a stem 173 segment, but quantifying their relative importance remains a challenge. Stem anatomy 174 likely influences the resistance to radial CO2 diffusion, as well as local respiration and sap 175 flow rates, in turn affecting net CO2 efflux and the amount of CO2 retained in the xylem [39, 176 40] . Investigating stem anatomy, including bark thickness and tree hydraulics, may help to 177 explain the large variations observed in net CO2 efflux, and contribute to a clearer 178 understanding of stem respiration [40, 42] .
-9-A mechanism of structural growth is dependent on incorporation of new carbon 180 skeletons in the cell structure, and thus requires information on sugar concentrations in the 181 stem. Although critical, predictions of dynamics in sugar concentration in xylem, phloem 182 and cambium are highly uncertain ( Figure 2E) significantly to diel growth dynamics, whereas local stem carbon reserves appear to 188 contribute only marginally to growth [32, 44] . Despite our knowledge of such carbon-based 189 processes, diel patterns in stem growth are predictable by tree water status only [24, 47] . 190
However, the water-growth model predictions are only valid over short time periods, and 191 we need a better understanding of the described carbon processes to understand and 192 predict seasonal growth. This also highlights that much remains to be learned about the 193 relative contribution of the co-occurring and interconnected growth processes. Another 194 ambiguity is the predicted diel dynamics in phloem water flow ( Figure 2E ) [48, 49] conditions, may become more important with drought [25] . These examples highlight the 220 inherent tight coupling of water and carbon interactions between phloem and xylem but 221 also illustrate the need for more comprehensive studies of these processes. 222
In conclusion, the fluxes, use and storage dynamics of carbon in stems remain largely 223 hypothetical, despite some understanding of the qualitative patterns. Remarkably, 224 mechanistic plant models can predict diel trends in stem diameter and, through 225 -11-optimization of model parameters, provide hypotheses for diel trends in sugar 226 concentrations and phloem water flow which remain to be tested. It is clear that respiration 227 rates of tree stems remain highly uncertain, as does the contribution of woody tissue 228 photosynthesis to the observed fluxes. Finally, we lack information on this shorter 229 timescale on fluxes from starch to soluble sugars, and their contribution to diel dynamics in 230 stem growth. We propose using new experiments that combine the more classic 231 measurements of water and carbon relationships with new ones (Figure 1 , Box 1 and 2), 232
and emphasize the value of the integrative information obtained with diel stem diameter 233 variation dynamics, which is particularly important for providing parameter values for the 234 models. Despite their speculative nature, we consider the simulations by mechanistic plant 235 models as a promising way to develop new hypotheses. However, this approach will require 236 testing and validation with the more extensive and comprehensive data framework that 237 needs to be built for different tree species with different wood anatomical properties under 238 different water conditions. 239 240
Seasonal impacts on diel stem growth 241
Overall, mechanistic plant models capture the water dynamics and diel stem growth 242 variation [24, 29, 49] , but most of the emerging dynamics in carbon remain hypothetical. A 243 second complication is that the models cannot yet capture the gradual changes in those 244 dynamics across the growing season because of rudimentary knowledge of the coordination 245 between stem tissue formation and whole tree function (Figure 3 ). Seasonal stem growth as 246 measured by dendrometers reflects the formation of xylem and phloem tissue. Both tissues 247 originate from cambium cell division, but xylem mother cells divide more compared with 248 -12-phloem mother cells, which explains the narrower phloem than xylem ring [57] . In addition 249 to a slower growth rate, the timing of differentiation also differs, with phloem growth 250 peaking before xylem growth [58] . Although longer-term phloem information is absent 251 because sieve cells are functional for only 1-2 years and collapse afterwards, the phloem to 252 xylem ratio increases with decreasing tree vitality [59] and with the level of environmental 253 stress [60] , indicating that higher priority is given to phloem tissue formation. As phloem 254 growth becomes an important fraction of total stem growth under stress conditions, which 255 affects the interpretation of stem diameter measurements, simultaneous investigation of 256 xylem and phloem is imperative for us to understand seasonal stem growth. 257
Both water and carbon will shape the seasonal growth trend as well as the resulting stem 258 anatomy and density, which, in turn, will influence xylem hydraulic conductivity and 259 cavitation vulnerability [61] . The sub-processes shaping these anatomical variations within 260 a tree ring are the rate and duration of cell enlargement and cell wall thickening [62] . 261
Interestingly, however, individual model simulations for different days predict an 262 exponential decrease in cell wall extensibility over time during the growing season [63] [64] [65] , 263 which is supported by some observations [66] and is expected to result in a lower growth 264 rate potential. Here we present two alternative -but not mutually exclusive -reasons for 265 this decrease in cell wall extensibility. First, the decrease in cell wall extensibility matches 266 with the reduction in duration of cell enlargement during the growing season: from 10-20 267 days early in the growth season to less than five days later in the season [62, 67, 68] . It also 268 agrees with the production of smaller cells near the end of growth ( Figure 3C ). Because cell 269 size contributes more than rate of wall deposition to cell wall thickness and density [62] , 270 the reduction in cell wall extensibility and, thus, cell enlargement duration, determines a 271 -13- of growth. Here, we speculate that implementation of a mechanism of cell wall extensibility 287 versus cell age trends, which originates from the fundamental interdependencies between 288 ecophysiology and anatomy, may greatly improve plant models to simulate seasonal 289 variation in stem growth during the season. Hormonal regulation might be required for 290 simulating wood anatomy and stem growth patterns over branches [78] and whole tree 291 bodies [79] . 292
293
Concluding remarks 294 -14-Radial stem growth, and its ecological implications, has been studied by scientists from 295 rather separate scientific domains (anatomy, ecophysiology, dendrochronology, ecology), 296 and we still lack an integrative and tested theory to understand the causes and 297 consequences of diel stem growth patterns. Such a theory is required to understand diel 298 and seasonal growth patterns in trees and, in turn, the long-term trends in stem growth as 299 impacted by climate. One major gap in our knowledge is the quantification of diel dynamics 300 in carbon within the stem. A second major gap is how those carbon dynamics interact with 301 dynamics in water, for example, how stems coordinate embolism repair and cell turgor and, 302 in turn, stem growth. A third major gap is the poor understanding of the seasonal variation 303 in stem growth patterns. We therefore propose to combine the methodologies for studying 304 water dynamics, carbon dynamics and (anatomical) stem growth within the same study. 305
This will allow us for the first time to monitor the dynamics in carbon, water, and stem 306 anatomy and diameter simultaneously. In turn, this will enable setting crucial parameter 307 values and testing of mechanistic plant models for their emergent patterns in those 308 dynamics. We are confident that such a joint effort from separate scientific domains will 309 contribute to building and testing an integrated theory on causes of diel and seasonal 310 patterns in stem growth. Such insights are much needed for predicting the impact of a 311 changing climate on stem growth, with major implications for the well-being of trees and 312 forests under global change. 
